Military Forts Center Choices

Roll the dice; complete the two tasks that land face up.

Research the Camp Grant Massacre and write a newspaper account of the incident. Include the trial.

With 3 friends, orally read the four-part A/B/C/D primary source account of the Army’s attempts to capture Geronimo and his followers.

Create **two parallel time lines** to show the establishment of military camps and forts in Arizona and the settlement of Anglo communities in Arizona. Use maps to help you.

Read more about the kidnapping of Mickey Free in the textbook, *Arizona Story*, by Gibbs-Smith. Share your information with classmates.

Create a **digital story** about other forts in Arizona during this time period.

When Geronimo was captured, a white kidnapped boy, Jimmy Santiago McKinn, was with him. Research the boy's experience. Share orally with classmates.
Make a graphic novelette of the story of Arizona’s Chiricahua Indians. Watch the American Experience video first.
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/weshallremain/the_films/episode_4_trailer

Read about the Bascom Affair. What role did revenge play in the war between the Chiricahua and the U.S. military and the Anglo settlers? Write a few paragraphs explaining your thoughts.

http://arizonahistoricalsociety.org/UserFiles/media/geronimo_rifle.html

Watch an informational video on Geronimo’s Rifle from the Arizona Historical Society.

Research the careers of generals George Crook and Nelson Miles. Explain the role these two men played in ending the Apache Wars in Arizona. Write a one-page paper about each.

Build a model or a diorama of either Fort Bowie or Fort Lowell. Label structures. Be as authentic as possible. Research NPS sites for help.

Read about the 1996 Reconciliation event that took place between descendants of Tucson citizens and Apaches over the Camp Grant Massacre. Share your feelings about the event.